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Hexagon
Pencil Pouch

be top of
the class with
Emily Lang’s
pencil pouch
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10x7” outer fabric
10x7” lining fabric
various small scraps (for hexagons)
10” (or larger) plastic coil zipper
10x7” Pellon 987 fusible fleece (or
scraps of thin wadding)
paper hexagon templates (one side
measuring 1”)
basic sewing & quilting supplies
zipper foot
hand-sewing needle
chopstick or turning tool

Finished size 3½x9”

(1) Cut a 10x7” piece from outer fabric,
lining fabric and fusible fleece. Trim
2½”-square scraps for hexagons.

hexagons are basted. Use a hot dry iron to
press each hexagon. Carefully remove the
paper templates and using matching thread
and a small ladder stitch, stitch hexagons
end to end into a row. (See Pic 1.)

Baste hexagons
(2) Pin scrap with the wrong side facing a
paper hexagon template. Starting at one
corner, fold the fabric around the paper
template and sew a small basting stitch to
secure the corner. Be careful not to stitch
through the paper or the front side of the
fabric. These stitches will not need to be
removed.
(3) Continue around all six corners of the
hexagon. There is no need to clip the thread
between the corner stitches. Tie a small knot
after the last corner. Repeat until all five

Assembling
(4) Arrange the hexagon strip so the points
are ¾” from one long (10”) edge of the
outer fabric. Pin in place. (See Pic 2.) Use
a sewing machine to carefully topstitch
around the edges of the hexagon strip
using an ⅛” seam allowance. Fuse the 10x7”
piece of fusible fleece to the wrong side of
the outer fabric.
(5) Switch the machine foot to a zipper
foot. Attach the outer fabric and lining to
the zipper (along one 10” side) by stacking
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fabrics in the following order: outer fabric
right side up, zipper right side down, lining
right side down. (See Pic 3.)
(6) Sew using a ¼” seam. Press open and
top-stitch ⅛” from the fold. (See Pic 4.)
(7) Carefully separate the lining and outer
fabrics, fold them around to the other side
of the zipper and follow the above directions
to attach them to the second side of the
zipper. (See Pic 5.)
(8) Undo the zipper, turn it right side out
and topstitch along the second side of the
zipper. (Switch to regular presser foot.)
(9) Carefully cut across the lining piece opening
it into two separate pieces. (See Pic 6.)

(10) With right sides together, using a ¼”
seam allowance stitch ½” down, leave a
3” gap for turning, then stitch down the
remaining 3½” (See Pic 7.)
(11) Press seams open. Undo the zipper
half way. Starting with the outer fabric,
fold the pouch unit so that ½” of fabric
is visible above the zipper (with the
hexagons below the zipper). Pin along the
side edges to hold the outer fabric in place.
(See Pic 8.)

end of each seam and across the zipper to
reinforce it. (See Pic 9.)
(14) Trim the zipper ends to match the
seam allowance. Clip the seam allowances
on the corners, being careful not to cut
through the stitched line.
(15) Turn right side out through the gap
in the lining. Poke the corners out using a
blunt chopstick or turning tool. Stitch lining
shut by hand or machine. Press the pouch
flat and fill it with your favourite pens!

(12) Repeat for the lining fabric, the lining
will be slightly narrower than the outer.
(13) Sew down each side (with the lining
and outer fabrics stacked) using a ½” seam
allowance. Backstitch at the beginning and
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